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Poland linked to Bhutto corruption charge
97% relevance 07/05/1999
The Polish Government has handed over to Pakistani prosecutors extensive
documentation relating to corruption allegations against former PM Benazir Bhutto.

similar stories

Prison officers charged with corruption
94% relevance 12/01/2001
Three prison officers and a serving prisoner at HMP Elmley in Kent are charged with
corruption after an 18-month investigation.

similar stories

Key corruption witness found dead
94% relevance 07/08/2000
A police corruption inquiry is thrown into doubt after a key witness is found dead of a
suspected drugs overdose.

similar stories

Met targets internal corruption
94% relevance 05/08/2000
The Metropolitan Police says it is committed to rooting out corruption within the force
after six members of its drugs squad are convicted.

similar stories

Politicians face sleaze blitz
94% relevance 20/06/2000
MPs will no longer be immune from charges of corruption in Parliament under proposals
for a shake-up of the law on bribery.

similar stories

Police corruption probe frees two
94% relevance 29/03/2000
Two men whose conviction for armed robbery was overturned will not have to face a
retrial - after a judge condemns "the stench of police corruption".

similar stories

Corruption inquiry complete
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94% relevance 15/03/2000
A Scottish police chief is expected to be exonerated in a report into allegations of
corruption.

similar stories

Judge speaks out against Internet corruption
94% relevance 14/09/1999
A judge at Cardiff Crown Court hits out against the "corruption of children" via the
Internet.

similar stories

Prison corruption claims denied
94% relevance 15/08/1999
The Prison Officers' Association denies claims that warders are accepting bribes of up to
£30,000 from prisoners for open jail places.

similar stories

Police corruption 'undermining public confidence'
94% relevance 10/06/1999
The most wide-ranging report ever into the integrity of the police in the UK calls for
urgent action to stamp out corruption and discrimination.

similar stories

Is corruption ruining sport?
94% relevance 05/02/1999
With the Olympic Movement embroiled in scandal, we asked whether money and drugs
are spoiling sport. (31 Jan 98)

similar stories

Is corruption ruining sport?
94% relevance 03/02/1999
Newstalk asked whether money and drugs are spoiling sport. Read and listen to opinions
from around the world. And it's not too late to add to the debate!

similar stories

Corruption probe closes on Suharto
94% relevance 23/12/1998
Indonesia's chief prosecutor says former President Suharto could be named as a suspect
in an ongoing investigation into alleged corruption.

similar stories

Nickell officer charged with corruption
94% relevance 10/12/1998
A detective who took part in the investigation into the murder of Rachel Nickell on
Wimbledon Common has been charged with corruption.

similar stories
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Abacha adviser in corruption probe
94% relevance 02/12/1998
A former Nigerian security adviser of the previous military ruler has been arrested in
connection with a multi-billion dollar fraud.

similar stories

Police to be 'tested' for corruption
94% relevance 27/11/1998
Police officers are to face random undercover "integrity tests" in an initiative designed to
fight corruption and racism in London's Metropolitan Police.

similar stories

Police corruption probes in 19 forces
94% relevance 02/11/1998
A new survey shows that nearly half of police forces in England and Wales have officers
under investigation for law-breaking.

similar stories

Detectives suspended in corruption probe
94% relevance 04/10/1998
Three more police officers have been suspended as part of a corruption investigation into
the Merseyside force.

similar stories

Force faces 286 corruption claims
94% relevance 24/09/1998
A total of 286 complaints are being investigated in a corruption probe against a police
force.

similar stories

Detectives suspended in corruption swoop
94% relevance 19/09/1998
Dozens of police officers are suspended in Scotland Yard's largest ever anti-corruption
inquiry.

similar stories

Two police officers suspended in corruption probe
94% relevance 11/06/1998
The Metropolitan Police has suspended two of its officers in an investigation into alleged
corruption.

similar stories

Call to end police corruption probe
94% relevance 16/05/1998
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A former senior police officer says the inquiry into allegations of police corruption in
Cleveland has lost its way. The inquiry has resulted in the suspension of eight detectives.

similar stories

Government calls time on council corruption
94% relevance 07/04/1998
Council corruption will be weeded out by a powerful new standards body, the
government has announced. Ministers say the body will deal swiftly with wrongdoing.

similar stories

Blair promises end to council corruption
94% relevance 08/02/1998
The Prime Minister has told the Labour party local government conference he will end
corruption and press on with modernisation.

similar stories

Blair gets tough on council corruption
94% relevance 08/02/1998
The Prime Minister, Tony Blair, announces tougher standards for local councils in a
speech in Scarborough where he will outline new powers to investigate and punish
corruption.

similar stories
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